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Abstract 
In this paper it is examined how images transferred by visual culture is perceived by primary school students and the way the y 
transfer this perception onto their artistic works. The model of the paper is figured as an action research. The data is collected by 
document review technique, in order to analyze the data content analysis method is used. Students have developed different point 
of views depending on the cartoon they watched, the visual images in the cartoon caused form richness by making students create 
new forms. 
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Introduction 
 
Visual culture is referred as the combination of visual which is paintings or images and all existing cultural 
structure such as from prominent to folk culture, multidimensional to unidimensional culture. However, “everything 
visible” should not be evaluated as a part of visual culture. In order to be included in visual culture “the visible” 
must be given the meaning in a cultural sense (Barnard, 2002: 27). In other words it has to comprise the indicators 
which represent believes and values of a culture. 
Transition from written culture to visual culture, visual culture which is described as transition to painting has 
brought about the concept of “Visual Culture Studies”. Duncum, (2003: 19-22) describes visual culture studies in 
three different fields that are cultural studies, materialistic culture studies and contemporary art applications. 
Cultural studies,try to solve the meaning of images on films, photographs, TV or paintings and the relationship 
between the observer and the observed object. In materialistic cultural studies, not only what the object means but 
also the structure of the object is important. Materialistic culture which is based on routine, daily relations, names 
the object in the way an individual or public thinks and actualizes that object. Contemporary art applications, 
however, includes the applications in the fields of art based on visual culture. 
 Nowadays, visions, images created by new technologies are profoundly affected by human experiences and it is 
getting harder to comprehend cultural structures based on visuality. Thus, visual cultural studies, are an educational 
approach to consult in order to figure out the meaning of the codes in visions that has become a part of a daily life 
and to build up new points of views (Duncum, 2010: 10; Trafí-Prats, 2009: 163).   
Visual culture images which are transferred by digital media tools mostly affect kids. Cartoons, video clips, 
computer games, various digital visions are attractive and highly delighting for children. However, how children 
perceive the meanings attributed to images which are built in these fields is important. Because, these images affect 
children, offer them new ways of life. Thus children should be taught to reason these visions with different 
standpoints (Herrmenn 2005, 41). 
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In this paper, it has been tried to determine how popular cartoons which are a part of a visual culture affect 
primary school 3rd grade students, within the scope of this aim answers for the following questions have been 
researched. 
 How is the cartoon that is watched: 
1. Perceived by students? 
2. Reflected on students paintings? 
 
Methods 
Research Model 
The research is figured as an action research. An action research is a systematic approach which is carried out in 
ed in a better way 
(Mills, 2007: 5; Johnson, 2005:21). 
 
The Study Group 
Due to the fact that a new educational approach is being applied in this paper one of purposeful sampling 
techniques modal case sampling is used. Modal case sapling included in purposeful sampling techniques is a 
sampling technique used for a new application or introduction of an innovation -110). 
The research was carried out with 32 students attending at 3rd grade in a primary school. Definition of the study 
group was based on teacher and student willingness. It was found that primary school 3rd grade students aged 9-10 
are the best age group as their artistic development is not mature enough to be in reality period and they are still 
trying to find their individuality, be aware of their strengths and discover the object around them (Yavuzer, 
1997:65). 
Practice Period: After watching the film and in-class discussions the students were asked to write a text 
including their perceptions of the film by using the questions in the form and then they were asked to draw pictures 
based on the effects of the cartoon on them. The practice continued for 4 hours in 2 weeks. 
 
Data Collection Tools 
It was decided that the necessary data can be collected by document review technique to answer the questions of 
t, and also as a data 
collection tool which can be used for activity research. For this reason the texts that the students wrote and the 
paintings they draw in the practice period were used data collection tools. 
 
Data Analysis 
Content analysis method was used to analyze the data. It was aimed to constitute a meaningful system where 
data collected by content analysis can be explained & and et.all, 2008: 
253). 
Throughout the research, totally 64 pages of data sets including 32 of each written texts and paintings were 
collected. In the study of data credibility we worked with two specialists in the field. The researcher and two 
specialists analyzed all documents independent from one another in the same period of time and for both documents 
were coded. Collective codes were reached by bringing together the codes formed by all specialists and the data 
were constructed in the frame of confirmed code and themes. In direct citations collective statements made by 
specialists were confirmed and used as research findings. 
 
Findings and Comments 
 
1) Perceptions towards the watched cartoon 
behaviors of the characters 
in the cartoon, the most effective things in the cartoon, identifying with the favorite character in the cartoon and 
identifying with the least favorite character in the cartoon. 
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Behaviors of the characters in the cartoon; are stated under two themes named as 
behaviors of the ones who wants to give harm. Students stated the savers behaviors with the codes as wanting to 
save, struggling with evil and prevention of the ones who want to give harm; whereas they stated the ones who want 
to give harm with the codes as trying to give harm, wanting to rule the world, prevention of the savers and not 
succeeding against the good. 
Some of the expressions of student:  
good wanted to prevent this situation  (Document /4, Line/7-8), -Doo and 
Shaggy were skiing. They were using a car which can transfer into any vehicle. The ill-hearted man was trying to take over the world. He was 
always struggling to do evil. They wanted to destroy Scooby-Doo and Shaggy  (D/9, L/7-10), 
Scooby-Doo and his owner are going to Aybert Mountain and trying to catch the bad man. That girl and her dog were trying to catch Sc ooby-
Doo but they could not catch  (D/17, L/ 7-10), -Doo and his owner were 
blocking him to do this  (D/24, L/ 7-9). 
As it can be seen from the statements, behaviors of the characters in the film were stated parallel to the message 
of the film. 
The most impressive ones sub-theme was reached by using the codes; prevention of the evil, achieving the hard, 
meaningless of doing evil. 
Some of the expressions of student: 
they saved people, freezed the snow if they did not freze the snow people could have been 
trapped under it  (D/1, L/12-14), Why does the evil man want such evil I am so impressed because nobody wants to do such a thing I am 
really impressed by this  (D/7, L/12-15), How he will save the world impressed me. Because it was very difficult  (D/12, L/12) 
they emphasize the negative sides of what the evil characters wishes in the cartoon may cause.  
Identification with the favorite character in the cartoon: based on this theme; struggling with the evil and 
protecting people sub-themes were reached. Students described struggling with the evil as discouraging from doing 
evil and achieving success against the evil, protecting people as being on the side of the good and not doing evil. 
Some of the expressions of student: 
(D/2, L/17-18), 
wanted to do, Shaggy did the same and struggled to overcome the evil and finally he managed it. ,
were them I would be on the side of the good -19) 
These expressions were used by the students to show that their favorite character was a good one and to 
emphasize the importance of achieving a success against the evil. However, one student gave the following 
expression showing that he liked the evil character but wanted him to be on the side of the good. 
Identification with the least favorite character: based on this theme; not giving harm, think to be a good person, 
giving up being evil codes were reached. 
Some of the expressions of student: 
. (D/21, L/23-24),  I would desert the evil and 
become good. -24) 
 As it can be inferred from the expressions above, by emphasizing the concept being good, students gave clues 
 
 
2) Paintings originated by the cartoon watched 
 There are two themes designated about the paintings drawn by students with the impression of the cartoon 
watched: the information objects used in the painting and the message of the painting. 
Based on the information objects used in the painting, snowy mountains, person, dog and polar bear figures, 
aircraft, snow sled, boat, sea, ice blocks, clouds, building, car, tree, and abstract shapes codes were reached. 
When the paintings were analyzed, it was seen that almost all students included the person and dog figures in 
their paintings. The number of these figures described in the area was 1 or 2 in some of the paintings, in the others it 
was more. The upper part of the paintings was either filled with snowy mountains or aircrafts. Some of the students 
drew aircrafts similar to the unusual ones in the cartoon whereas the others, independently from the cartoon, drew 
vehicles used in daily life. In some of the paintings, together with the figures in the place robot, building, tree and 
flowers etc objects were included. 
Findings based on information objects used in the painting; showed that students used information objects 
similar to the ones in the cartoon as well as the ones they created. On the other hand some of the students used 
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concrete information objects which had no similarity with the ones given in the cartoon and one of the students 
preferred creating his painting with all abstract objects. 
Based on the theme the message of the painting fight between the good and the evil, happy people, scared 
people, precautions to be taken against global warming and the results of the global warming codes were defined. 
When the contents of the paintings were analyzed, it was seen that some of the paintings were formed as the 
most interesting scene seen in the cartoon; however, other paintings reflected the message of the cartoon as a whole. 
For instance; one of the students described the moment when the evil character and his dog was stuck into snow, 
while another student described the scene where the evil character was arrested and being taken to the police car. On 
the other hand, one of the students in his painting heading away from the message of the cartoon attracted attention 
to the negative effects of the global warming by drawing two melting ice blocks on each there was a mother and a 
baby polar bear separating from each other. Another student who indicated that the damage given to the 
environment through exhaust fumes could be stopped by forestation drew on the front a black road on which there 
were two cars and on the background five trees.  
In painting 1, it was seen that a student created the painting by using an aircraft 
shooting at people, a building and seven figures. 6 of the figures were described as 
running away and one figure was described as shooting the flying aircraft. The student 
explained his painting as “The evil man is throwing laser all around and the people are 
running off.” It can be inferred that in this painting the student has described the 
emotional state of the people who face any kind of danger. 
 
In painting 2, where on the background there were mountains, in the air there 
was the evil characters’ air craft and the vehicle of Scooby-Doo and Shaggy, the 
protagonists of the cartoon, and on the right corner there were 6 figures described, 
the happiness of the people saved from the danger was reflected. The student wrote 
“The evil people want to destroy that place but Shaggy and his dog saved. 
Everybody rejoiced.” on top of the painting, reflecting the effect of the struggle 
between the good and the evil characters on people. It was really interesting that the 
figures were described in a rectangular shape right beneath the aircraft of the evil 
people. By drawing rectangular shapes on the figures’ heads and surrounding all 
figures with a protection area emphasized that the people were in safe. 
 
At first glance, painting 3 was perceived as a combination of abstract shapes; actually a 
water pump was described in the painting. The student described his painting as “My painting 
is a water pump in which all water will go when the ice melts. From the green caldron to red 
caldron, from red caldron to blue caldron, from blue caldron to orange one and then the rest 
of the water to the transmitter.” The student reflected his solutions to avoid the damage of the 
water caused by the melted ice because of the global warming by his design in which green, 
red, blue and orange water tanks and water pump were connected to one another.   
 
 
Most of the students described the struggle of the cartoon characters against the evil characters trying to cause 
global warming and the characters’ saving people in their paintings. In addition to this, it was concluded that some 
of the students reflected momentary scenes in the cartoon on their paintings. Negative effects of the global warming 
and the precautions to be taken against global warming also took place in the paintings. These findings show that 
while creating their paintings students combined the intellectual and visual images in the cartoon with individual 
perception and imagination. The differentiation in the paintings has an evidential value of this finding.  
 
Conclusion Discussion and Suggestions 
 
In respect to their style and content, cartoons are one of the most attractive visual cultural units for students in 
the age of primary school. Cartoons constitute a large area of the daily lives of the children at this age as they are 
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easily approachable via child channels, internet and CDs. Therefore, there is no doubt that they have an effect on 
shaping their emotions, thoughts and behaviors. 
In consequence of this study which is based on the effects of the images transferred by a cartoon on primary 
school 3rd year students, it has been concluded that the cartoon watched put forward the feelings towards good and 
evil in children, and in addition to this the cartoon has made students think about the environmental problems such 
as global warming. Some of the students made their paintings based on the visual objects in the watched cartoon 
where as the others made their paintings using the visual objects in the cartoon together with the visual forms that 
belong to themselves. Besides, paintings have been characterized as a momentary image of a scene in the watched 
cartoon, the entire cartoon or the suggested global warming topic.  
In visual arts lessons where visual culture studies are practiced, students had the chance to question the visual 
images presented in cartons with the help of a cartoon and to express their thoughts about this cartoon in a written 
way. On the other hand, the visual images in the cartoon caused form richness by making students create new forms. 
21st century when visual surroundings are so intense, causes people to be a visual literate. In other words 
understanding the meanings of the codes of visual media transferred via film, series, ads, posters has become a need 
for modern-day people. Visual arts education is one of the most important disciplines to teach visual literacy to 
people. It is possible to make students visual literate with the lessons including ads, cartoons and animations which 
are the most attractive to primary school kids. Therefore, it is thought that they will be able to question the meanings 
of the visual images they are exposed to everyday with a more critical way and they will be able to include these 
meanings into their daily lives with a more conscious way. 
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